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Egg Freezing
What You Need to Know
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The Age Factor
Maternal age is one of the main factors we cannot beat when it comes to 
fertility. Your most fertile years are your 20s and early 30s, however, we 
realise that those years may not always be quite the right time to think 
about having a baby.

Women are born with their lifetime supply of eggs. As a woman ages, there 
is a decline in her egg supply, also known as her ‘biological clock’. Egg 
quality also diminishes with time, with miscarriages and chromosome 
defects becoming more common with an older age during pregnancy. 

So if you believe children are a part of your future or you would just like to 
give yourself the choice, then freezing your eggs to use in the future might 
be the right option for you. 

What is Egg Freezing?
Bourn Hall offers the Egg Freezing procedure for women who want
to extend their fertility potential but do not yet have a partner or for married 
women who want to delay having children. This procedure is intended to 
pause the biological clock and provide younger women with the ability to 
preserve their eggs until such time as they are ready to pursue parenthood. 

Egg freezing is also important for women who undergo therapies, such as 
cancer chemotherapy or radiation, that will cause damage to their ovaries. 
Eggs can be retrieved and frozen prior to the therapy for use at a later date.

Though there are two primary methods of freezing, at Bourn Hall we use 
Vitrification, a flash freezing method which tends to result in better egg 
quality and survival after the egg is thawed.



Who Can Benefit From Egg Freezing?

Advantages of Egg Freezing?
•  Reduce the pressure and anxiety of having kids at the ‘right time’.

•  Allow you to maintain your personal and professional goals and still 

maintain the dream of motherhood.

•  Protect the health of your younger and better quality eggs and 

increase your chances of conception through IVF in the future.

•  Have the choice to take control in determining when you want to 

conceive. 

Egg Freezing is a simple and safe procedure with minimal risks 
offered by experts in fertility treatment. 

1. Younger women who want to delay childbearing for use in the future 
when their natural ability to reproduce would otherwise be reduced.

2. Women with upcoming pelvic surgery or medical treatments that could 
result in the loss of ovarian tissue or eggs are also candidates for egg 
freezing.

3. Women at risk for early menopause because of their family history or 
genetic reasons may also consider egg freezing.

Note: As women get older, they have fewer eggs and therefore freezing becomes less 
beneficial as only a small number of eggs may be obtained in the cycle. For women aged 
over 40 or those with a reduced egg supply, it is worthwhile considering 2-3 cycles of 
Egg Freezing, in order to maximize the chance of a successful pregnancy later on.
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Contact Us:
Toll Free: 800 IVF (483)  |  +971 4 705 5055
info@bournhall-clinic.ae  | www.bournhall-clinic.ae
Bourn Hall Fertility Centre is located in 
Al Hudaiba Awards Building, Block C, 7th Floor
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